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ABSTRACT
We examine interplanetary data and geomagnetic activity indices (lls1, AE, Kp) during
1974 when two long-lasting solar wind corotating streams existed. We find that only 3 major
storms (Ds1 S -100 nT) occurred during 1974, and all were associated with coronal mass
ejections (CMES). Each high speed stream was led by a shock, so the three storms had
sudden commencements. Two of the 1974 major storms were associated with shock
compression of preexisting southward fields and onc was caused by southward fields within a
magnetic cloud. Corotating streams were responsible for recurring moderate (-100 nT < Dsl
<-50 nT) to weak (.50 nT < Ds-l. <-25 nT) magnetic storms. 1 Iowevcr, some corotating
streams had little or no ring current effects at all (Dsr 2-25 nT). Because these streams have
higher velocities than the typical solar wind at 1 ALJ, they often arc preceded in time by the
passage of the hcliospheric current sheet (HCS) crossings and their high density plasma
shccts(-50 cm-3). The enhanced ram pressure associated with the plasma sheet passage
causes a “storm initial phase”. This pha.sc dots not have a “sudden commencement” due to
the lack of a shock. Thus, the physical cause for these storm inilial phases is quite different
from storms associated with fast CMES. The cau.scs of moderate and weak magnetic storms
arc associated with intense magnetic fields (1 5-25 nT) gcncratcd at the corotating
strcamfl iCS interaction regions. When the fields have southward components, geomagnetic
activity results. However, it appears that the stream/I ICS interaction crcatcs southward
components that last only short durations of time (< 3 hours), so that major n~agn~tic storms
generally do not result.
The most dramatic magnctosphcric effect of corotating streams is continual auroral
activity called High Intensity Long Duration Continuous AE Activity (I] ILDCAA).
}llLDCAAS arc caused by magnetic reconnection through the southward component of
interplanetary Alfv&n waves. The Alfv6n waves begin with the corotating stream onset and
gradually fade away as the velocity of the stream and the Alfv&n wave amplitudes dccrcasc.
In 1974, these 27-day recurring evcnls lasted 10 days or longer. It is the 1111.DCAAs
associated with the two corotating streams pcr solar rotation that lead to the exceptionally
high AE annual average (283 nT), a value that was substantially higher than that during solar
maximum [AE (1979) = 221 nl’]. The question “do coronal holes cause 27 day recurring
geomagnetic storms” can now be answered: yes, but only moderate or weak ones. This not
only verifies the Chapman and Bartcls (1940) result, but now gives the physical reason why
27-day rccurrcnt storms are ICSS intcn.sc.
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Solar features associated with the CME releases were extremely difficult to find. We do
not know if this is typical for this phase of the solar cycle or not. The CMES were often
located near a IICS crossing.
The substorms within HILDCAAS typically have a one-to-one relation with Dsl
dccrcascs, indicating that these substorms arc responsible for substantial particle injection
into the middle magnetosphere. This is relevant to the present Workshop. Bccausc of this
continuous sporadic (substorm) injection, storms associated with corotating streams often
have “recovery” phases that am poorly defined.
In 1940, Chapman and Bartels discussed storms which recur at 27 day intervals. Because
there were no visible features on the sun that were correlated with such storms (such as
flares), they ascribed the solar source as being due to activity at M (for magnetically
effective) regions (Bartcls, 1938). On the other hand, CMES are impulsive events
(Ilundhausen, 1993) which are bclicvcd to occur at times when the instability criteria at
helmet streamers are met (Wolfson et al., 1987; Low and Smith, 1993). One would therefore
not expect this mechanism to cause storms at Earth with any regularity. Clearly, there must
be another solar source for recurrent geomagnetic activity.
We now know that these M-regions must be coronal holes. During “and near solar
minimum, polar coronal holes can extend down to the equator and can remain there for
months or longer (Zirkcr, 1977). The high speed solar wind coming from these holes is
continuously emitted, and because the hole is (relatively) fixed at the Sun, the high speed
stream “corotates” with the Sun’s rotational period. Thus, if the hole extends to the ecliptic
plane, the corotating stream engulfs the Earth’s magnetosphere once every 27 days.
In this paper we explore the interplanetary causes of geomagnetic activity during 1974
and examine the geoeffectivencss of high speed corotating streams emanating from coronal
holes. Clearly, features of corotating streams leading to geomagnetic activity may be
substantially different from those for CMES. As one example, one would not expect the
prcscncc of intense magnetic clouds with large north-south orientations (Klein and Burlaga,
1982, Farrugia et al. 1993a, b) to be present in the corotating streams. Also, beeause the
plasma is continuously (not impulsively) emitted from coronal holes, fast forward shocks can
only form at the corotational interfaec where the stream-stream interaction is a glancing one.
Typically shocks at the corotating stream interface are not thought to form until distances
greater than -1.5 AU from the Sun (Smith and Wolfe, 1976).
RESULTS
I. Large .Scale Structures

Pigures 1 and 2 “illustrate hourly averages of the magnc~ic field and plasma data and
geomagnetic indices for the year 1974. In Figure 1, from top to bottom, arc the
interplanetary magnetic field Bz component in GSM coordinates, DY1., solar wind velocity
and the magnetic field magnitude. Figure 2, to the same scale, has Bx, By, solar wind ion
density and temperature. At the top of both Figures, the IMF sector crossings are indicated
by vertical marks, with the+ and - signs indicating positive and negative sectors. The sector
crossings were taken from Svalgaard (1976). These values were derived from the Stanford
solar magnctographs.
Examining the overall solar wind velocity features, one can clearly note that there arc
predominantly two main streams that occur during each solar rotation of -27 days. This is
most obvious for the consecutive 27-day periods of days 24, 51,78, 105, 132, 159, 186,213
and 240. Stream onsets arc present at each of those days. This sequcncc also extends back in
time into 1973 and also forward into 1975, but with less apparent regularity as the events
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SOLAR WIND - MAGNETIC STORM CORRELATIONS
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discussed above. For organizational purposes, wc will refer to this recurring stream as the
scqucncc 1 stream. A second scqucncc of streams, located in bctwccn the sequence 1
streams arc found on days: 15,41, 68,95, 122, 150, 177, 204, and 231. We will refer to this
second set as sequence 2 streams. Beyond day 231, the streams bccomc son~cwhat more
complex, so wc will focus on the first 2/3 of the year.
l’hc bottom panel of Figure 1 is the magnetic field magnitude. ‘1’here arc several features
that onc should note. IJirst, the field strength is, in general, anticorrclatcd with the solar wind
velocity, The rnagnctic field intensity is lowest (below average) when the spacecraft is
within a high speed stream, particularly at and near the peak velocity and within the trailing
portion of the stream. q’hc highest field magnitudes that occurred during the year appear as
spikes on these time scales. Most of these arc located at the leading edges of the high
velocity streams. Almost all of tbc large fields that have hourly averages greater than 15 nT
arc of this type. Examples arc present on days 25-26, 150-151, 161-162, 176-177, 187, and
204. None of these events arc associated with interplanetary shocks. The maximum peak
(hourly average) intensities for these events mentioned above lic in the range of 15 to 25 nT.

‘1’hc second panel of Figure 1 is the hourly average D~l values for the year. There arc
two notable features in this data set. The first is there arc only a fcw large magnetic storms
during the entire year, only three storms with Dsl intensities lCSS than -100 nT. These arc
event A, on day 187 (Dsl = -205 nT), event B on day 257 (Ds~ = -140 nT), and event C (llsT
=- -115 nT) on day 285. None of these three events is associated with the two corotating
stream sequcnccs discussed previously. All three of the high speed stream events arc lcd by
fast forward shocks.
The storm intensities associated with the scxjucnce 1 and 2 strcarn structures arc only
modest at best. As noted above, from day 1 to day 241, during 9 solar rotations and 18 major
corotating stream appcaranccs, there arc only 3 stream appearances associated with l>s1 <-70
n“]’ values. Most (12 out of 18 events) of the above high speed streams cause only small Ds”l
disturbances of Dsl >-50 nl”. Sometimes the gcomagnctie disturbances were not even
pcrccptiblc in the l>sl index. Exarnplcs of this latter type of stream-storm relationship
(small, >-25 nT disturbances , or no storm at all) arc present on days: 15,41,68, 95, 123,
134, 150, 162, 177, 231 and 241. The peak velocity, velocity gradient and peak rnagnctic
fields of these streams arc not much different from those that cause storms with greater
intensity l>s,l <-70 nT. Other parameters arc important additional factors.
,“ Stm~
.
03Jcffccl ivmt~ of the Two CorI’hc two stream .sequcnccs, vary in their gcocffectivcncss from solar rotation to rotation,
and ovc.r their strcatn lifetimes. Of the two scqucnccs, the first is slightly more gcoeffcctive
at the beginning of the interval studied, Scqucncc 1, starting on day 25, and progressing at
27 day intervals, caused peak Ds’l values OL -65,-20,-75,-85,-45, -30, “A”, -60 and -35 nT.
The .sevcnth event of the sequcncc near event A is indctcrminatc bcxausc the large “A” storm
overshadows any activity associated with the corotating stream. From I~igurc 1, the reader
can note that the velocity of the stream dccrca.scs steadily throughout the event. I’hc peak
velocity starts near - 800 km s-1 and dcclincs to - 600 km s- I near the end of the scqucncc.
The gcoeffcctivcncss (Dsl intensity) of the stream is not directly related to the stream
velocity, however. All onc can say is that DS1 appears to be slightly more negative at the
beginning of the scqucncc when the velocity was the hig,hcst.
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Another feature to note in the Ds,l panel of I;igurc 1 is the very long recovery phases for
the moderate and weak rnagnclic storms gcncra[cd by the eorotating high speed streams.
Most recoveries last one week or even longer, or until the next stream arrives. This is
substantially different than for storms that occur at and near solar maximum (a standard
decay time of the solar maximum storms is < 10 hours, Gonzalez et al. , 1989). In this
l~igurc, long rccovcry phases arc the rule rather than the cxccption. Examples of this arc
found on days 25 to 35, 80 to 92, 108 to 122 for the sequence 1 streams and days 204 to 214
an(i 231 to 241 for the sequence 2 streams.
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IJigurc 3. lJS-l in a “recovery” phase of a magnelic storm. V~w, N, ‘1’, the lMI;, All and 1 >S-l’ for days 135 to
138, 1974. ‘1’he ring current does not have a classic dczay prolilc, but is within the range of --10 to -50 nrl” for
days. I>s’J’ dccl-ca.scs arc associated with southward lMI: IIz, events and All increa.scs. Presumably, magnetic
rccommc[ion through the B7, scxwhward turnings cau.sc the illjcctions of frc.sh plasma into the magnetosphere,
leading to slight increases in the ring current intensity.

There arc other, long-lasting, 10 W-ICVCI DSF1, cvcnt$ that do not appear to have normal
rccovcry phases. ~’hcsc events have Ds,l, negative intensities that arc relatively constant for
days on end, Two good examples of this feature are present on days 52-60 and 135-138.
Days 135-138 arc shown in higher temporal resolution in Figure 3. The panels arc: the solar
wind plasma parameters plus interplanetary magnetic field components and magnitude, and
1>$1. There is a small precursor stream on day 134 (Figure 1) prior to the se~ucncc 1 stream.
in I’igurc 3, the slow rise in velocity of the se~ucncc 1 stream starts near the cnd of day 135
and continues throughout day 138. l>s,l. lies bctwczn - -10 nT and -50 nT for these four days.
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Thus, this region of more-or-less continuous 10W-ICVCI Ds~ occurs both on the trailing edge
of the precursor stream and on the leading edge of the larger sequence 1 corotating stream.
The average Ds~ is --25 nT, but shows great variability. Short-term decreases in Ds~ arc
clearly rcflcctcd in incrcascs in AIL The one-to-one correspondence bctwccn substorms
(AE) and ring current increases (Dsl dccrcascs) can bc intcrpmtcd as ring current injection
duc to substorm events. The sporadic injections presumably prevent a full recovery of the
ring current to quiet-day values. These substorms arc caused by negative Bz components
which are parts of large amplitude Alfvt!n waves. Such a relationship between southward Elz,
All incrcascs and Dsr decmascs can be noted in the Figure.
All of the other long duration recovery phases and small storms without classical
rccovcrics are associated with HJLDCAA events. These in turn arc associated with large
amplitude Alfv&n wave events where the wave components have significant negative Bz
component.s.

Two other features in the Ds~, plot arc noteworthy. Onc is that thcm arc several intervals
where DS-I has positive (- +10 to +-20 nT) values for several days at a time. These features
can bc dated to specific solar wind parameters. Examples of positive DsT events are found
on days: 14, 40, 50, 78, 105, 132, and 227. The onsets of these events are gradual and the
magnitude of Ds~ typically increases with time. Ihc events start days before the appearance
of the high speed streams. Each event is associated with a slow solar wind stream located
between the two high velocity coronal hole streams. For the events mentioned above, the
minimum solar wind velocity was approximate] y: 350, 310, 330, 330, 310, 330, and 300 km
s-l , rcspcctivcly.

Intervals of low geomagnetic activity have been noted as well (W Figure 1). There are
small intervals where AE is less than 200 nT for days at a time. These events arc found to be
typically associated with intervals that prcccdc the onset of the high speed corotating streams.
Examples of events somewhat prior to (but not exactly at) the sequence 1 streams arc found
on days 21-24, 49-50, 76-78, 102-106, 130-133, 156-158, and 224-230. Each of these
intervals also partially overlaps with intervals where Ds~ is positive.
Five of the seven low AE events mentioned abOvc had common interplanetary features.
In these cases, the velocities dtxxmscd from 560to310 km s-l, 520 to 300,460 to 360,530
to 360 and 400 to 360 (with a minimum of 300 km s-l), respectively. The magnetic field
magnitudes also decreased from 6 to 3 nT, 7 to 5, 6 to 8, 5 to 4, and 5 to 3 nT during these
intervals, respectively. The Bz component variability during these intervals was generally
small. There is a general lack of large amplitude Alfv&n waves during such intervals.
There arc several plasma features that arc common for the above five events. The events
occur on the trailing portions of high speed streams. ‘1’hc velocities start near 500 km s-l and
dccrca.se with time. The tcmpcraturcs also dccrcasc and the plasma densities incrcasc
throughout the events. The densities start at very low values, -3 cm-q and increase to
substantial values m the HCS is approached. For the five cases, N incrca,scs from 3 to 65
cm-q (just prior to the stream onset and HCS crossing at the start of day 25), 3 to 12 cm-q
(including a broad HCS crossing from days 105-106), 3 to 11 cm-q (just prior to a HCS
crossing at the end of day 133), 3 to 5 cm-q (just prior to the HCS crossing on day 159) and 5
to 40 cm-s (just prior to the HCS crossing at the beginning of day 231). The higher ram
pressures associated with the enhanced interplanetary densities and the lack of ring current
energy injections (due to the lack of the prcscncc of negative Bz) presumably arc the causes
of the positive Dsl’ values.

,.
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Prior to the beginning of the event illustrated (Figure 4), the field had exceptionally low
values of -1 nT at 1445- 1700 UT day 24 and had an orientation that is neither in a + or sector polarity (SCC Figures 1 and 2). The solar wind has an exceptionally low velocity (300310 km s-l) as WCII as a low tcmpcraturc (-2x 104 K). The plasma density was high, -20-30
cm-s. These plasma features give a good indication that the spacecraft (and Earth) was near
the HCS. The low magnetic field strengths (and thcrcforc low potential IIz values) cause
very low AH values.
21.26 MAf3CF4, 1974
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25, 1974!

With increasing time from 1700 UT day 24 to 1200 UT day 25, there are steady trends in
several of the plasma parameters. The mag,nctic field incrcascs from -1 nT to 25 nT. N
incmascs from 15 cm-s to 80 cm-3 (at -0500 LJT) and then dccrcascs to 30 cm-3. There arc
no significant velocity and temperature gradients until -0400 UT day 25. At this time the
velocity starts at 330 km s-l and ri.scs, and tic tcmpcraturc starts at 3 x 1 @ K and rises . By
1200 UT, day 25, Vsw is -450 km S-l and T -5.5 x 10< K. The increasing plasma density
leads to an incrcasc in the solar wind ram pressure and hence a peak DY1 of - + 35 nl’ at -02
UT day 25.

.
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I)cyond 12(X)U'1" day25, thcvclwity continues toincrcasc, mac}]ing arr]axir]~~Jr~~ of775
kms-l at-(XEM)[JTday26. “I’hcten]pcratur creachc sarnaxin~un~o f-6x 105 Kfrom 1 3 0 0
(o 1910 [J’I’day25 andsuddenl ydccrca.sesto4x 10f K at 1910 [J’I’. ‘I”hisdccrcasc isducto
the presence of a rcvcrsc shock. I“hc solar wind velocity jumps from 620 km s-1 to
740 km s 1, the density abruptly dccrca.scs from 12 to 5 cm-s and the magnetic field
magnitude dccrca.scs from 22 to 10 nT. l-his example of a reverse shock occurring at 1 ALJ
without the prc.scncc of a forward shock is fairly common in the data studied.
“1’hc Bz, that causes the storm is clearly related to the stream interaction with the IICS and
its plasma sheet. Bz steadily dccrcases from + 3 nl’ at 1200 UT day 24, to - 10 n~’ at 0400
U’I’ day 25 as the IICS plasma sheet density increases from 12 to 60 cm-s. The most intense
southward Bz field during the event occurs from 0600 UT to 0655 U“l day 25 with a peak
intensity of -16 nl’. I’his intense southward IMIJ is coincident with the magnetic storm onset.
The location of this Bz event is found at the base of the }ICS plasma sheet/strcan~ interface.
The velocity of the stream is only 370 km s-l at the time. It should be noted that pressure
corrccti ons have not been removed from 1>s 1s. ~“hus, the DsT values may be significantly
lower than indicated, particularly from 12-18 U-I’ day 25.
SUMMARY
F~igure 5 illustrates a schematic of the corotating stream interaction with the hcliosphcric
current sheet. At the top of panels 5a) is the quiet solar wind. The view is down from over
the north ecliptic pole. At the bottom of the panel, the straight arrows represent the high
speed corotating stream. Ilc interaction of this stream with the lICS leads to compression of
the field and plasma, enhancing both the plasma densities and the magnetic field magnitudes.
Because of the curvature of the magnetic fields, this stream-stream interaction is only a
glancing onc and yields only a slight comprc.ssion.
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l’igure S. Schematics of the corotating stream-l lCS interaction: panel a) view fronl the north ecliptic pole, and
b) view from h ecliptic plane.

The bottom panel, 5b), shows a side view from the ecliptic plane. IIcrc wc have drawn
the 1 ICS with a substantial north-south orientation. The fast-stream interaction will distort
the shape of the }ICS and fields draped around this structure. Random north-south I]z
components will bc created from this interaction, leading to small storms.
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A schematic of the interplanetary features causing geomagnetically active and
geomagnetically quiet intervals is given in Figure 6. Region (1) is the trailing portion of a
high speed stream. The velocity is relatively low and it is decreasing with time. The
magnetic field magnitude is low and devoid of Alfv6n wavw. This is a region where AF. is
lowest (other than times when Bz is northward for long intervals of time). In region (2), the
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l;igurc 6. A schematic of the solar wind causes of geomagnetic quw HII.DCAAS and small magnctk storms
during the descending phase of the solar cycle.

plmrna density is high duc to the presence of naturally occurring high densities near the HCS
and also due to stream-stream compressive effects. This region, when incident on the
magnetosphere, leads to positive DSr values through ram compression effects. If the IMF
has significant southward components after the passage of this density cnhanccmcnt, then
this positive D~l will appear as an initial phase of the storm (without a sudden
commencement). If there are not trailing southwardly dirwtcd fields, this will only bc a
positive Ds~ event. Region (3) has the high magnetic fields associated with the lICS plasma
sheet and the stream-stream compressive effects. Distortions of the HCS and related high
fields cause north and south dcflcztions, and the latter leads to weak or moderate magnetic
storms. Note that at 1 AU these high field regions are located at the beginning of the
gradients of the high speed streams, and arc not near the regions where the gradients or

velocities are the highest. Region (4), at the peak and trailing portions of the high speed
stream, is charactcrizd by Alfv6nic fluctuations in B7, and concomitant continuous auroral
activity (HILDCAAS).
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